
 

Onix Plus™ 

 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
- This utility spectacle encompasses ultimate vision protection with a stylish design and various functional 
features. 
- Dual lens and frame with unique outer flip lens system to provide users with multiple options.  Flip the outer 
lens up for general applications. Flip the outer lens down for applications where tinted lenses are needed.  
- 3-angle adjustable flip lens allows users to freely adapt to different working procedures. 
- Outer flip lens is available in two IR Filter lens options. Ideal for use around welding sites and in cutting and 
brazing applications. 
- Newly designed adjustable nosepiece provides 3 different angles, allowing the user to find the most 
comfortable fit. 
- Co-Material cushioned temple tips provide non-slip comfort 
- Lenses filter 99% of harmful UV rays 
- Exceeds ANSI Z87.1-2003 High Impact Requirements 
 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Lens thickness: 2.20 mm   Bridge: 15 mm 
PD: 68 mm     Temple length (lens-tip): 161 mm 
Lens Base: 8 curve    Overall Width (hinge-hinge): 128 mm 
Weight: 47 gm     Closest point between lens: n/a 
Lens size vertical: 45 mm   Closest point between temple tips: 55mm 
Lens size diagonal: 141 mm 
 
FRAME & LENS OPTIONS 

- Black Frame with Gray Temples 
o Clear Anti-fog bottom lens with Gray flip lens; Clear Anti-Fog bottom lens with 5.0 IR filter flip 

lens; Clear Anti-Fog bottom lens with 3.0 IR filter flip lens 
 
COMPONENT MATERIAL FEATURES 
Inner Lens Polycarbonate Dual 8 base curve lenses 

Inner Frame  Polycarbonate Screwed with outer frame in the front-middle  

Outer Lens Polycarbonate 8 base Curve, Wrap around design w/side protection 

Outer frame (nose bridge) Nylon Clip-on structure fixes outer lens securely for high impact 
resistance 

Hinge of nose bridge Polycarbonate Three lens angle adjustment 

Side Shields Polycarbonate  Integral to lens 

Bridge – Polycarbonate 
Nose Pieces 

Nose Pad – TPE  
Angle adjustable nose piece with co-material soft pad  

Side arm – Polycarbonate 
Temple  

Tip – TPE 
Spatula, co-material co-injection – durable PC temple 
w/soft cushion tip 

Ratchets Nylon Stationary  
Hinge of temple Polycarbonate 3 Barrel Type, integral to Frame/ratchets 
Screw Stainless Steel Standard Hinge screw 
 
MARKINGS:       Lens: As per standard       Frame: As per standard 
PACKAGING:      1 pc in a polybag; 12 pcs in an inner box; 300 pcs in a case 
STANDARDS:     Meets ANSI Z87.1 


